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The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt may be an open world action RPG, but it has a ton of romance too. The main character, Geralt, can not help, but to attract the attention of women, wherever he is caught, and as a player, you always have the opportunity to indulge or push them away. Are you going to be a monogamist, or where your fantasies takes you? Well, you
can decide, but you can meet the characters before you make that call. We ranked all the romance the option the player has for Geralt. Some of them are winners, some of them are not really worth it. 8 Brothels in Novigard, there are two brothels: Passiflora and crippled Kate. You can pay the crown for Geralt to sleep with women, with Passiflora being a
slightly more expensive option. They rank lowest on the list because they literally offer nothing but some paired interactions for Geralt. So of course if your goal is to get all the intimacy you can in the game... Let's do it. But they add nothing to the story and take away the crown you may need something later, so our advice is to avoid these if you are really
desperate to do every thing available in the game. 7 Madame Sasha You need to be good in Gwent for this romantic option. Gwent is quite divisive as it is - some players avoid the game, some are determined to master it. If you complete Gwent: High Stakes, Madame Sasha will boldly ask for half the winnings. It's a tall ask, but if you want romance scenes,
you'll have to pass them on... So, again, it's worth the crown for a character who doesn't do much for the story. Hm. At least it's a little more interesting than the occasional Novigrad brothels. 6 Jutta An Dimun Jutta also offers nothing for this story, but its story is quite interesting. She resides on Skellige and is adamant she won't sleep with a man if he can't
get the better of her in one fight. Iron Maiden's quest asks Geralt to do just that, so guess what the result is if he beats her... It's a very Brienne-esque story and it's a very funny idea, so if you want to do it, go for it. At least this will get you some fighting practice. 5 Kira Keira Metz is one of the earliest novels you'll find in the game, and while it's totally optional,
it's a magician's quest fun to play. At the very end, you can choose to romance it or not. As she's an interesting character who seems a little more present in Geralt's story than the occasional brothel worker, it's probably a more worthwhile version of romance to pursue if you're not deadset at loyalty to one of the main ladies. 4 Shani Shani takes very simply
because romancing her fun, which is not to say about some of the more intense novels. We meet Shani in the Hearts of stone and attend a wedding with her. Geralt's goal is to cheer up and if you can achieve that, she says, You caught me. The intimate scene is unlocked. Voila. Shani Shani one of the most adorable options for romance, and it actually
seems to mean something to Geralt - at least he seems to feel some affection for her for handing the crown to someone for some relationship. As Shani is so cute and she and Geralt have chemistry, she ranks pretty high on this list. 3 Syanna Syanna is one of the most interesting characters Geralt has a chance of romance. We meet her in blood and wine,
and she was quickly revealed as a villainous circumstance, a complex character with many shades of gray to her personality. She was handled horribly and did some horrible things in return and she warmed up to Geralt quickly if you were willing to show a bit of empathy for her. Her scene with Geralt, if you continue it, is one of the strangest. They have a
relationship in the fablesphere, floating through the clouds around the bean stalk ... and it's pretty graphic how they do it. It's worth it to continue this novel for the scene alone, even if you don't particularly like Syanna as a character. And don't worry - if you reject it, she takes it pretty kindly, despite being the villain of the extension. 2 Tris Tris and Geralt have a
lot of history and it is one of its main options. If you decide to continue having an affair with her and only her, not chasing Ian too, she will be there for him at the very end of the game and they will settle down together. Of course, people have strong feelings for Tris. In the past, she has taken advantage of Geralt's amnesia, and although she seems to be a
good person at heart, she has made some seriously dubious choices based on her own selfishness. She seems to love Geralt, though, and has strong fans who maintain his relationship with her far more than they are yen. 1 Ennefer Ennefer and Geralt seem to be related to each other. Even when they break the magic spell that binds them, they're still in
love - or, right? In fact, Geralt may choose to leave Yennefer at this point. But why would that be? Strong, independent, powerful, Yennefer is the most powerful sorceress in the world, and if Geralt chooses her and only her, she will be there for him at the end too. How couldn't Ennefer come first on this list, given their overall history? But be careful - as
above, if you try a novel like yen and tris, Ian will leave Geralt forever. How can you blame her? A woman has some pride that just makes her an even bigger character. Overall, fans love Yennefer and the intricacies of her story with Geralt make her the best romance option available. NEXT: 10 Plot Holes in The Witcher 3 that have never been explained by
The Next Skyrim: 10 Things About Daedra That Don't Make Sense Related Topics About Author Stacey Miller (57 Articles Published) More from Stacey Miller The purpose of this guide is to maximize your chances of Meet the Witcher 3: Wild Hunt. Some Some Geralt's characters get into bed with true romantic interests, while others are just random partners.
In any case, in order to end up in bed with your chosen partner, you will have to seduce them. It will be done through gifts, sweet conversations and similar actions. In this guide to the romance of Witcher 3, we will list all the characters from whom we find that you can have sex, as well as the conditions for its availability. While adventure, Geralt Rivia has
more than one ability to polish more than his steel sword for the evening. There are a number of women who can care for a night of passion. But how many are there? That? Where is it? I'm glad you asked. Below are the times, quests (where appropriate) and ladies you can spend a romantic evening, or rut session, with. Any provisions are listed in their
respective quests. The main two Trisa Merigold of Maribor Those who played in previous games are already familiar with Tris - she starred in both former games, and was available for romance in both, too. Once again, it can be a romantic interest if you choose so. You have to finish her side-search - now or never, after you've done a basic quest favoring
radovide, as well as a secondary quest to question life and death. During The Matter of Life and Death you need to kiss Tris in a masquerade. When you start now or never, go and protect the magicians. When you are in the docks near the end, Tris decides to go to Cowir with other sorcerers. Geralt can ask her to stay by telling her that they can try to make
their relationship work, or he can really pour out his heart and tell her that he loves her. Then she gets in the boat, but (if Geralt said he loves her and only then) comes back for you. Then you had sex on the lighthouse. Romance ending If, during the mission of matter of life and death, and now or never, Geralt novels Tris, tells her that he loves her, and
avoids romancing Yennefer later in the game, he will finish his story with Tris. The couple move north to Covir, where Merigold earns a handsome life as an adviser to the king, and Geralt takes on the occasional Witcher contract to keep his skills honed. Yennefer of Wengerberg Yennefer is the closest we will see the true love of Geralt. You will get the
opportunity to sleep with her twice during the game. The first time will happen, you have to finish the king dead - Long live the king quest. Choosing your outfit, go for black and white. Once you have killed the elementary land in the lab, the room will begin to fill with gas. Choose the option to kiss her while talking and she will teleport you to safety - safety is her
bedroom. Now you just need to ask her to let you watch. The second meeting takes place during the main quest No Place Like Home. After when Yennefer rises to his room, you can come along with her, provided were already intimate. Romance ending If Geralt avoids the romancing of Tris Merigold and instead tries to woo Yennefer during the Mission Last
Desire, the witch and sorcerer will retire together - far from the noise and danger of politics and adventure. Why don't they both? For the main quest, see if you try the same romance as Tris and Yennefer throughout the game you will lose both. Later in the game, after assisting Tris and Yennefer in Novigrad before searching For Sunstone they will try to
seduce Geralt together, suggesting that he may have both of them. Instead, they leave Geralt in the Kingfisher Inn alone and are chained to the bed naked, and Dandelion must save him. Any further conversation with Yennefer or Triss on the topic of romance will end with them simply saying that they don't want to have anything to do with you in this area,
and their future does not include Geralt Rivia. You are not both novels if you try both at the same time. More than a carnal note that holding any of the other romance options listed below will not lead to any reaction either Triss Merigold or Yennefer and will not affect any of the romantic endings Geralt can get. Kira Metz After completing the main quests story
Witch Hunting and Wandering in the Dark, Kira Metz will invite Geralt to her home. If he accepts the invitation, he will need to complete the quest A Towerful of Mice, helping her to remove the curse on a nearby island. After this quest is finished, she will ask for one last favor for the other. If the Witcher agrees to help track down her missing parcels - which
turn out to be ingredients for a fancy meal - Keira will invite Geralt to join her on an enchanted lunar feast. Madame Sasha In exchange for participation in the Gwent tournament, Geralt can spend a night of passion with Madame Sasha. To have an affair with her, he must take part in a card tournament in the quest High Stakes and either defeat her or agree
to help her. After that, she'll ask you for dinner, and you'll just agree. Jutta An Dimun During the secondary quest Iron Maiden, Geralt can romance the beautiful Skelliger, Jutta. To enter into a romantic meeting with her, just beat her in the handles and then follow the visit. Shani During the expansion of Hearts of Stone, Geralt may romance his old friend
Shani after attending a wedding feast. In order to lift Shani's spirits, Geralt must bring her a gift at the end of the Dead Man's Party quest. You can experience a humorous love scene if you decide to bring either midi or cognac to Shani's table instead of flowers (and let it mix liquor with wine). If he chooses a flower, it'll all end better. Syanna During his search
for blood and wine expansion, Geralt has the opportunity to novel Sylvia Anna after successfully guiding her out of the land of thousands of fables. If he agrees offer, they make love in a very unusual way. A quick note that the use of the services of any institution listed below will never result in any reaction either Triss or Yennefer and will not affect any of the
romance endings Geralt can get. Strumpets from Crippled Kate don't let the name fool you - Crippled Kate is home to some of the best ladies north of the Pontar River. Although the name suggests, Kate's girls are not crippled... if you're not into it. Geralt's choice: Harlots Passiflora is hailed as one of the best establishments in all of Novigrad, Passiflora is run
by its Madame Marquis Of Serenity and caters to any appetites. There are three of them: Courtesans From Belles Beauclair Located in Bocler, capital of Toussaint, Belles Bocler is a brothel run by Madame Isabelle that takes three courtesans: Madeleine Two other unnamed courtesans Trivia Mission with both Triss and Yenn, possibly a parody of the
Bioware game. The jade empire allows the three of us. In Mass Effect 1, where Shepard can romance Ashley/Kaidan and Liara equally, and instead of getting angry with him/her they just ask him/her to choose one of them. The Witcher 3 is obviously not so forgiving. The fact that Geralt could potentially cheat either Triss or Yen with up to 10 other women
after committing to one of them without consequences is never considered in the game, suggesting that they never learn or care. It may also be just a developer's gaffe. Links - Official Guide to Prima witcher 3 blood and wine all romance
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